
Prime? (by Tom Race ) 

A few months ago I was set the following problem as a maths homework: 

'Find the smallest set of twenty consecutive numbers, none of which is a 
prime.' 

This was obviously a job for a computer! I immediately wrote a crude 
version of the program 'PRIME?', see Figure 45. 

In line 20 the operator INPUTs 'n' i.e. 20, which is also named N in 
the program, for convenience. T is incremented in line 30, this is the 
number we are testing. The PRINT statement in this line is a check, for 
me to see how far the program has reached. This eliminates having to 
STOP, PRINT T, and CONT.,which an impatient schoolboy, such as I, would 
inevitably do. 

Line 40 sends us off into a GOSUBroutine, testing T for 'primeness'. 
Line 90 initiates Y as a divisor into T, which carries on testing for 
an INTeger value of T/Y, meaning that Tis not a prime and is therefore 
'OK'. (I prefer this sign, rather than setting some strange variable to 
one, or something like that.) The testing continues until either T/Y 
is an INTeger,in which case we RETURN to line SO, or Y grows to the 
SQRoot of T, and further testing is obviously pointless,in which case 
X$ is eliminated, and we RETURN anyway. 

This subroutine can be used on its own with a few alterations, such 
as an INPUT command, and a PRINT statement or two, as an ordinary prime 
number tester, as I have proved on other preps involving primes! 

Back in lines 50 and 60 we either add to, or reset D, the 'distance' 
from the last prime, depending on whether T is 'OK' or not. Line 65 
tests to see whether we now have a string of non-primes longer than the 
previous record, if so L is adjusted accordingly. Next comes the most 
inportant test: have we finished? If so we PRINT the results, set all 
variables to 0, and get another problem. Otherwise we GOTO 30, and try 
again. 

FOOTNOTE: 
This program correctly gave the answer 1130-1149, (NOT 1130-1150, as a 

moment's thought will show.) My maths master tried to solve this problem 
by 'factors, and came up with some eight-digit number!! 

1 REM ------PRIME?-----
5 REM 
10 PRINT"[CLR] *****TO FIND 1ST N NON-PRIMES**** 
20 INPUT "[OWN] PLEASE INPUT 'N'";N:PRINT:PRINT 
30 T=T+l:PRINT"[UP]"T" LONGEST RON ";L;" THIS ROW ";D" " 
40 GOSUB 90:REM---TEST TRY 
50 IF X$="0K"THEN D=D+l 
60 IF X$<>"OK"THEN D=O 
65 IF D>L THEN L=D 
70 IF D=N THEN 130 
80 GOTO 30 
90 FOR Y=2 TO INT(SQR(T)) 
100 A=T/Y 
110 IF A=INT (A) THEN X$="0K": RETU!U~ 
120 NEXT:X$="":RETURN 
130 PRINT "[OWN] THE FIRST";N;"CONSECUTIVE NON-PRIMES ARE "T-N+1"-"T 
140 T=O:N=O:L=O:GOTO 20 

READY. 

Figure 45. PRIME? program 
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